
 

 

 

Custodius is the only Canadian company offering paper Will storage. and stands as a beacon of trust and 

reliability in the field of estate planning. Developed by lawyers for lawyers, Custodius partners with law 

firms to offer premier Will storage services to clients across Canada. With a steadfast commitment to 

preserving legacies in a safe and affordable way, Custodius has emerged as the leading provider in the 

industry, redefining the standards of safe Will storage while offering a searchable online platform 

designed for longevity and convenience. 

At the heart of Custodius lies an understanding of the importance of Wills and testamentary documents. 

Recognizing these documents as some of the most important a person will own, Custodius approaches 

its mission with earnest diligence. The company's operations are focused entirely on facilitating the safe 

long-term storage of Wills. 

Custodius prides itself on its state-of-the-art infrastructure, ensuring that Wills are safeguarded with the 

utmost vigilance. From modern encryption protocols to secure storage facilities equipped with advanced 

waterless fire suppression systems, every measure is taken to fortify the trust that Custodius has built 

with our partners and clients. 

Custodius understands that lawyers are very busy, and that convenience is key in today's fast-paced 

world. Through its user-friendly digital platform, our partner firms have a secure database of their Will 

storage clients at their fingertips. Documents are QR coded with a unique identifier and their location 

can be tracked at all times. Registration of new clients, Will replacement, and Will retrieval happen with 

the simple click of a button. Our partners can securely upload, access, and manage their documents with 

ease, anytime and anywhere, at no cost to them. Their clients enjoy affordable peace-of-mind knowing 

their Will is safe and easily retrievable when it is needed.  

Custodius is driven by a deeper purpose – we know that the number one threat to a Will isn’t fire, water, 

or theft. The greatest threat, by far, is loss. For some testators, the Will they tried to keep safe at home 

was lost when they were downsized to a nursing home. For some testators who stored their Will with 

their lawyer, they didn’t anticipate that their lawyer’s name would be long forgotten by their family, or 

that the lawyer was no longer in practice when they died. Our moto is “No More Lost Wills”, a goal we 

achieve by offering a single, affordable place where anyone can store their Will, and any Canadian lawyer 

can search and retrieve it. By providing a trusted network for estate document storage, Custodius 

empowers its clients to leave behind not just assets, but a legacy of clarity, certainty, and peace of mind. 

In essence, Custodius is more than a company; it is a custodian of trust, a guardian of legacies, and a 

source of reassurance. As it continues to evolve and innovate, Custodius remains steadfast in its 

commitment to serving its clients with integrity, professionalism, and unwavering dedication.  


